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Status epilepticus (SE) is a common neurological emergency, which has been associated with subsequent cognitive impairments. Neu-
ronal death in hippocampal CA1 is thought to be an important mechanism of these impairments. However, it is also possible that
functional interactions between surviving neurons are important. In this study we recorded in vivo single-unit activity in the CA1
hippocampal region of rats while they performed a spatial memory task. From these data we constructed functional networks describing
pyramidal cell interactions. To build the networks, we used maximum entropy algorithms previously applied only to in vitro data. We
show that several months following SE pyramidal neurons display excessive neuronal synchrony and less neuronal reactivation during
rest compared with those in healthy controls. Both effects predict rat performance in a spatial memory task. These results provide a
physiological mechanism for SE-induced cognitive impairment and highlight the importance of the systems-level perspective in inves-
tigating spatial cognition.

Introduction
Status epilepticus (SE), defined as an epileptic seizure lasting 30
or more minutes, is a common medical neurological emergency
(DeLorenzo et al., 1996). It is associated with acute hippocampal
injury (VanLandingham et al., 1998; Scott et al., 2002) and the
later development of epilepsy, behavioral disruption, and cogni-
tive impairment (Bourgeois et al., 1983; Jambaqué et al., 1993;
Bailet and Turk, 2000). Potential mechanisms for these adverse
outcomes include neuronal death (Sutula, 1991; Ben-Ari, 2001),
abnormalities in synaptic transmission between interneurons
and pyramidal cells (Lothman et al., 1995; Mangan et al., 1995;
Morin et al., 1999), synaptic reorganization with mossy fiber
sprouting (Sutula et al., 1989; Cavazos and Cross, 2006), and
increased neurogenesis (Parent et al., 2006, 2008). While these
physiological changes have been well documented, it is unknown
whether these changes alter functional networks in the brain. It is
possible that functional relationships between neurons are dis-
rupted by SE and that these disruptions lead to adverse cognitive
outcomes. Here we investigate this possibility.

Previous research linking neuronal activity and spatial mem-
ory in rats has focused on a subset of hippocampal pyramidal

neurons called place cells. These cells discharge rapidly when a
rodent enters a cell-specific location in the environment, or “fir-
ing field” (O’Keefe and Dostrovsky, 1971). Both individual place
cell function and the interaction of place cell activity with theta
oscillations predict spatial memory (O’Keefe and Recce, 1993;
Lenck-Santini and Holmes, 2008).

Place cell activity also relates to spatial cognition through a
phenomenon called replay. During replay, which occurs during
sleep and wakeful inactivity, place cells recapitulate firing pat-
terns observed during navigation (Skaggs and McNaughton,
1996; Foster and Wilson, 2006). This coordination of place cells,
independent of the rat’s physical location, is evidence of regulated
functional connections between cells, i.e., a functional network.
Disruption of this coordination may impair spatial memory
(Ego-Stengel and Wilson, 2010). It is unknown whether replay is
disrupted after SE and whether any disruption is associated with
impaired spatial memory.

Here we examine the structure of functional networks in the
CA1 region of SE and healthy rats. We analyze both place cells
and nonplace pyramidal neurons. While �40% of pyramidal
neurons in a given environment do not show place-dependent
activity (Guzowski et al., 1999), these neurons are active suggest-
ing a role in spatial navigation. We use global maximum entropy
methods to construct networks of CA1 pyramidal neurons in rats
performing a navigation task.

We investigate whether pilocarpine-induced SE changes the
structure of these functional networks, and whether these
changes are associated with deficits in spatial memory. We com-
pare networks between the navigation and resting phases of the
task to examine the extent to which functional interactions
between neurons are reactivated during rest. We show that infor-
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mative functional networks can be constructed between pyrami-
dal cells in the CA1 region. SE networks are more synchronous
and show significantly less replay than control networks. Both
features strongly correlate with spatial memory providing a
systems level mechanism for cognitive deficits in rats with
pilocarpine-induced SE.

Materials and Methods
Rats. Sprague Dawley male rats (300 –350 g) were used in the study. All
behavioral, pharmacological, and surgical procedures were done in ac-
cordance with National Institutes of Health guidelines and approved by
the Dartmouth College Institutional Care and Use Committee.

Seizure induction. The lithium-pilocarpine model was used for this
study. The pilocarpine model of temporal lobe epilepsy is a commonly
used rodent model of SE. In this model, the cholinomimetic convulsant
pilocarpine is used to induce SE, which is followed by hippocampal dam-
age and development of spontaneous recurrent seizures (Turski et al.,
1983; Cavalheiro et al., 1991; Mello et al., 1993). The spontaneous tem-
poral lobe seizures, cell loss, and synaptic reorganization that occur fol-
lowing pilocarpine-induced SE are similar in many respects to damage
observed in human temporal lobe epilepsy (Mello et al., 1993). The use of
lithium as a pretreatment before pilocarpine allows a reduction of the
pilocarpine dose required to induce SE and results in a higher percentage
of animals developing SE (Müller et al., 2009).

Following the initial acute seizures, there is a latent period of on aver-
age 2 weeks during which the rodents do not experience seizures. After
this period, the animals begin to experience spontaneous seizures, aver-
aging three per week. The spontaneous seizures are typified behaviorally
by chewing motions, falling, head nodding, and forelimb clonus, while
electrographically they are characterized by hippocampal discharges that
spread to cortical regions (Leite et al, 1990; Cavalheiro et al., 1991).

In this study seizures were induced on postnatal day 60 (P60) as de-
scribed by Cavalheiro et al. (1991). The control group received all drugs
given to the experimental group except that they received saline instead
of pilocarpine on P60.

Figure-8 maze. All behavioral experiments were performed in a
figure-8 maze. This maze consisted of a circular track 1 m in diameter
with a center bridge connecting a feeder region to the wall on the opposite
side of the maze (see Fig. 4). The walls were 60 cm high, and the arms were
inclined 30° to allow the CCD camera an unobstructed view of the rat. In
the feeder region a food dispenser (Lafayette Instruments) was placed on
the outside wall of the maze. An experimenter in the adjacent room
activated the food dispenser delivering a 20 mg sucrose pellet to a cup
located on the inside wall of the maze.

Behavioral training. Training the rats to alternate directions in the
maze consisted of four stages. Four days before the start of training, the
rats were handled for 20 min per day and their food was restricted to
achieve 85% ad libitum weight. The first stage of training was habitua-
tion. The rats were placed in the maze for 15 min twice per day and
allowed to explore. During this phase 10 food pellets were placed in the
reward cup. The second stage of training began after the rat had eaten all
10 pellets. In the second stage of training, the feeder was activated if the
rat moved �50 cm from it, regardless of which direction the rat chose.
The rat graduated to the third stage of training after it had received 10
food rewards during the second stage. In the third stage, a food pellet was
awarded if the rat walked away from the feeder around the circle and
returned via the center walkway. This stage took an average of 1 week to
train. In the fourth and final stage of training, the rats were trained to
alternate directions in the maze and return to the feeder through the
center walkway.

Performance score. During the memory task, each rat was required to
alternate left and right turns in the maze and return to the feeder via the
center walkway. A performance index (PI) was calculated for each session
based on how many of these turns the rat completed successfully. To
calculate PI we treated the rat’s behavior in the navigation task as a
Markov chain with three states, “left,” “right,” and “other.” In a perfect
session the probabilities of transitioning from state left to state right and
vice versa are both 1. To calculate the observed transition probabilities in

each session, we constructed a 3 � 3 matrix to count the rat’s transitions
between each of the three states during its navigation session. The col-
umns and rows of the matrix were labeled with the three possible states,
left, right, and other. Each of the rat’s decisions was tallied in this matrix.
For example, if the rat turned left after a right turn the matrix entry
indicating the transition from left to right was incremented by 1. After
each turn was counted, this tally matrix was converted to a transition
matrix by normalizing each row such that each summed to 1. We then
calculated the distance between the ideal matrix and the actual matrix by
subtracting the actual matrix from the ideal matrix and calculating the
Frobenius norm of the resulting matrix. The Frobenius norm of an m �
n matrix is the square root of the sum of the squares of its elements as seen
in the following equation:

�A�F � ��
i�1

m �
i�1

n

aij
2 .

Because the Frobenius norm is a distance measure, rats that did more
poorly, i.e., had transition matrices farther from the ideal transition ma-
trix, had higher scores. To calculate a performance score that ranged
between 0 and 1, with 1 being a perfect score, we normalized the Frobe-
nius scores by dividing by the maximum Frobenius norm across all rats
and then subtracted these values from 1.

Rats were observed for an hour before each testing session, and no
sessions were used in which the rat had a seizure before or during the
testing session.

Electrode array and implantation. Single units in CA1 were recorded
using a multi-electrode array manufactured in Robert U. Muller’s Labo-
ratory (State University of New York, Downstate Medical Center, Brook-
lyn, NY). The array had six independently drivable tetrodes and two 100
�m single wire electrodes that allowed differential recording above and
below the CA1 pyramidal layer. The electrode tips were placed surgically
in the dorsal CA1 region of the hippocampus at the following coordi-
nates: anteroposterior: �3.8; lateral: �2; dorsoventral: �1.5 mm to
bregma [(34)]. Rats were anesthetized with 1.5% halothane in 1 L/min of
oxygen and placed in a stereotaxic frame. The skull was exposed and three
anchor screws were placed over the left olfactory bulb, the right frontal
cortex, and the right parietal cortex. A 2 mm hole was bored in the left
parietal bone and the dura was removed to expose the brain surface.
Electrode tips were then placed above CA1. Petroleum jelly was applied
to the exposed brain surface and the electrode guide tube. Grip cement
was applied to the skull, anchor screws, and around the electrode. Rats
were allowed to recover for 4 d before screening for units began.

Data acquisition. Before recording was begun, it was verified that each
electrode of the implant was picking up waveforms of sufficient ampli-
tude when the rat was resting in a 33 cm diameter cylinder. The electrodes
were monitored twice a day and advanced 20 �m until ripples and unit
activity from CA1 were observed. The electrodes were then advanced 10
�m or less once a day until one or more pyramidal cells with waveform
amplitude �100 �V was isolated. Each cell or group of cells was recorded
for one 15 min session in the figure-8 maze. To avoid recording the same
cells twice, the electrodes were advanced 20 �m after each recording
session. If a cell’s place field and/or waveform looked similar to any
observed on the preceding recording, it was discarded.

Unit discrimination. Unit discrimination was done with cluster-
cutting software (Cluster 3D, Neuralynx). Three aspects of the waveform
were used to discriminate between pyramidal cells and interneurons: (1)
the spike width, defined as the time separating the point of 25% ampli-
tude before the peak and the time of minimum amplitude after the peak;
(2) the most frequently occurring interspike interval (ISI), seen as the
peak on the ISI histogram; and (3) the overall session firing rate. Pyra-
midal neurons typically fire rapidly in bursts in their place fields, but are
silent elsewhere. During bursts, place cell ISI ranges between 5 and 8 ms.
Because they are silent elsewhere in the maze, their overall firing rate is
low. Thus pyramidal neurons were defined as neurons whose average
spike width was �200 �s, whose most frequent ISI was lower than 8 ms,
and whose overall session firing rate is �5 Hz. Interneurons do not burst,
but fire relatively continuously and slowly compared with the pyramidal
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neuron bursts. These cells were defined as neurons whose spike width
was �200 �s, whose most frequent ISI was �8 ms, and whose overall
session firing rate was �5 Hz. Neurons that did not fit all criteria for one
cell type or the other were not included in the analysis.

Network construction. A network was built for each session using spike
trains recorded during that session. Each network was built using en-
tropy maximization, which is derived from statistical physics (Jaynes,
1957; Landau and Lifshitz, 1980).

Only those sessions in which at least 10 pyramidal neurons had been
recorded simultaneously were used to build networks. Twelve sessions
among four control rats and five sessions in three SE rats met this crite-
rion. There was an average of 12 pyramidal cells per session in the con-
trols and 15 pyramidal cells per session in the SE animals. There was no
significant difference in the number of cells per network in controls and
SE animals (Mann–Whitney U test, p � 0.3).

The data were binned into 30 ms windows (Fig. 1 Step 1). This time
scale has previously been shown to be a physiologically relevant interval
of synchrony between pyramidal cells in the hippocampus (Harris et al.,
2003). For each neuron, bins in which at least one firing event occurred
were labeled 1, and bins in which no firing occurred were labeled 0. This
binning process resulted in a series of vectors of 0s and 1s representing
the state of the network at each given time.

The bins were separated into two behavioral phases: navigation and
resting. The rat was designated as resting when it entered the feeder
region (see Fig. 4) and as navigating in all other areas of the maze. Due to
computational constraints, we sampled five neurons at a time and used
iterative scaling to maximize the entropy over all network states in this
sample (Darroch and Ratcliff, 1972; Schneidman et al., 2006; Tang et al.,
2008) (Fig. 1, Step 2). During the iteration process, we calculate the
probability distribution over all states of the network (2N), which in-
creases exponentially with the number of nodes ( N) in the network.
Furthermore, the number of iterations required to converge on the pre-
cise model estimate increases with increasing network size. By limiting
the sample size to five neurons we can calculate precise model estimates
in a relatively short amount of time.

This subsampling process places neurons into different global contexts
as they are grouped with different subsets of neurons in each sample.
Consistent estimates of J across different subsampled networks support
the hypothesis that J is driven by pairwise, rather than higher order,
interactions. Context-independence of J allows us to merge subsampled
networks into a single large network for each session while avoiding the
enormous computational requirements of fitting the entire network at
once. To estimate the variance in J across network subsamples, we sam-
pled 300 five-node networks from each session. For each five-node net-
work, we resampled the network states with replacement 1000 times and
re-estimated J for each resampling of the states. We examined the vari-
ance in J that resulted from these resampling strategies.

Figure 1, Step 3 shows representative variance in estimates of J across
the resampling conditions. The variance is low indicating that estimates
of J for the entire network are reliably estimated by five-node subsamples.
Interactions were considered significant if J was either positive or nega-
tive in all resamplings (Fig. 1, Step 3, circled values). To construct one
network for each navigation session, links were placed between pairs of
neurons for which a significant J had been calculated (Fig. 1, Step 4).
These large networks were used for all subsequent analyses.

Calculating multi-information. To determine how effective the pair-
wise maximum entropy model is at describing network behavior, we

Figure 1. Schematic of network construction. Step 1, Spike trains were binned into 30 ms
bins. Five nodes were randomly selected. Network states are represented by vectors of length
five in which each neuron either fires (1) or does not fire (0). Step 2, Iterative scaling was used to
fit mean firing rates and pairwise firing rates to the maximum entropy distribution. �1

…�N are

4

the states of neurons 1 through N, Z is a normalizing constant, h1…hN is the firing bias of
neurons 1 through N, and J12…JN(N�1) is the propensity for each pair of neurons to fire to-
gether. This step is performed for 300 five-node networks for each session. Each network is
resampled 1000 times. Step 3, The total variance in J produced by resampling for selected pairs
of neurons. J was considered significant (circled values) if all estimates were on one side of 0.
Step 4, Pairs of neurons with significant J values between them were linked together. Green
connections represent positive values of J (synchrony) and red connections represent negative
values of J (anti-correlated firing). Subsampled five-node networks from a single session were
combined to form a single network. The networks shown are examples from the control group.
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calculated a quantity called multi-information. Multi-information is the
difference in Shannon entropy ( S) between the independent model
probability distribution (Sind) and the observed probability distribution
(Sobs). Shannon entropy is defined in terms of the probability of all states
in the network as follows:

S�X� � ��
i�1

n

p� xi�log p�xi�.

To estimate entropy, we use the NSB algorithm introduced in Nemen-
man et al. (2002). We use the MATLAB package described previously
(Nemenman, 2011). This algorithm reduces the bias in entropy estimates
for probability distributions in which the number of possible states ex-
ceeds the number of samples. This method has been shown to perform
well on highly undersampled spike train data like the data used here
(Nemenman et al., 2004).

The observed probability distribution, in a system of N neurons, takes
into account all possible interactions from two-way up to N-way inter-
actions. The entropy of this probability distribution is necessarily lower
than the entropy of the independent model, which assumes no interac-
tions between neurons. The gap in entropy between the independent and
observed probability distributions is called multi-information. The
closer the entropy of the maximum entropy model is to the observed
model, the better it is at explaining the data. This proximity is expressed
as a percentage of the multi-information explained by the maximum
entropy model.

We calculated the proportion of the multi-information accounted for
by the maximum entropy distribution (Iprop) for each five-node network
as follows:

Iprop �
Sind � Smaxent

Sind � Sobs
.

J and spatial information. To investigate the possibility that J was re-
lated to spatial information, we examined whether values of J between
each pair of neurons correlated with the overlap in their spatial firing
patterns. Spatial patterns of cell firing were determined by analyzing
video of rat performance during the navigation task. An in-house
MATLAB script was used to calculate the X, Y position of the rat’s
head during each 30 ms time window during the task. The X, Y posi-
tions were aligned in time with neuronal firing information to deter-
mine the rat’s head location at the time each neuron fired. The sets of
unique X, Y points at which neurons 1 and 2 fired are P1 and P2,
respectively. The spatial overlap of these two cells (O1,2) was defined
as the number of points shared between these sets divided by the
number of total points in the two sets as follows:

O1,2 �
P1 � P2

P1 � P2
.

This overlap was calculated independent of time, meaning the cells were
not required to fire in the same time step to be considered overlapping in
space. Pearson correlation was used to calculate the correlation between
percentage overlap and the value of J for each pair of neurons in the
session.

Calculating HS. Each network in this study represents a single nav-
igation session of one rat. This network is associated with a single
performance score and is composed of nodes of varying connectivity.
To visualize the relationship between the connectivity of these nodes
and performance, we constructed 2D histograms. In each histogram
the x-axis represents performance divided into nine evenly spaced
bins between 0 and 1. Each network falls along the x-axis according
to its associated performance score. Each node in this network lies
along the y-axis in accordance with its connectivity in the network
(see Fig. 8).

That the upper right quadrants of the 2D histograms have few entries
suggests that highly connected nodes rarely occur in high-performing
animals. We designed the statistic HS to quantify this observation. HS is a
single number that quantifies the extent to which nodes fall into the

upper right quadrant of the 2D histogram. HS is calculated in the follow-
ing way:

HS �

�
i�1

N

PiCi

N
,

where Pi is the performance index associated with the nodes 1 through N
in all networks in either the navigation or resting phase, and Ci is the
connectivity of each node. Thus, HS is large when highly connected nodes
occur in high-performing networks and decreases monotonically as con-
nectivity and performance decrease.

If highly connected nodes are disproportionately rare in high-
performing animals, the observed HS will be smaller than expected at
random. To determine whether this is the case, we compared the ob-
served values of HS in the navigation and resting networks to their re-
spective null distributions. We sampled the null distribution of HS

separately for the resting and navigation networks in the following way.
We constructed a set of random networks by drawing with replacement
from the connectivity distribution of the observed networks. Not all
sequences of node connectivities can form a network. Thus, for each
random draw of node connectivities, we checked that it was an admissi-
ble network sequence (Erdös and Gallai, 1960). We resampled the con-
nectivity distribution until we had the same number of admissible
networks as networks in the original group. This resampling procedure
ensures that the null distribution of connectivities is drawn from the
same distribution as the observed networks and is properly constrained.
Next, we randomly assigned each performance index to one of the ran-
dom networks and calculated HS for this random population of networks
and performance indices. In this manner we sampled the null distribu-
tion of HS 10,000 times.

To calculate the relationship between performance and network sta-
bility each variable was first normalized using a Box-Cox transformation
and a Pearson correlation was performed to assess the correlation be-
tween the resulting normally distributed variables.

Calculating BE. During unit discrimination, signals from cells recorded
on a single electrode are separated computationally. Traditional spike-
sorting methods may introduce bias into correlations estimated between
cells recorded on a single electrode (Ventura and Gerkin, 2012). It is
possible that contamination between clusters could artificially inflate the
estimated coordination between cells. To investigate whether such elec-
trode bias influenced our results, we developed the statistic BE to quantify
whether cells recorded on the same electrode were more likely to be
significantly coordinated than cells recorded on different electrodes.
BE � 0 indicates that cells recorded on the same electrode are more likely
to be significantly coordinated, while BE � 0 indicates that cells recorded
on different electrodes are more likely to be significantly coordinated. BE

was calculated for each session as follows: all pairs of cells recorded in the
session were tabulated and divided into two groups—pairs recorded on
the same electrode and pairs recorded on different electrodes. We then
calculated the proportion of each group of pairs that were determined
significantly coordinated by maximum entropy. PS represents the pro-
portion of cell pairs recorded on the same electrode that were signifi-
cantly coordinated. PD represents the proportion of cell pairs recorded
on different electrodes that were significantly coordinated. BE is the dif-
ference between two proportions as follows:

BE � PS � PD.

Within each group (i.e., control resting, control navigating, etc.), we
calculated BE for all networks.

We then compared this observed distribution for the group to the null
distribution of BE for the group. The null distribution of BE is the distri-
bution of BE we expect if there is no relationship between whether two
cells are considered significantly coordinated and whether they were re-
corded on the same electrode. To generate each null distribution of BE we
permuted the electrode labels randomly among the cells within in each
network. We then recalculated BE for all networks in the group. We
repeated this resampling 200 times. This number of resamplings is suffi-
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cient to thoroughly sample the space given the small number of elec-
trodes with usable cells in each session.

Statistical analysis. For all comparisons of values between groups
(i.e., rat performance, cell-firing rates, number of cells per network,
and all network stability calculations), groups were found to be non-
normally distributed so Mann–Whitney U tests were performed to
assess differences.

Pearson correlation was used to compare the relationship between J
values and spatial firing patterns, as both variables had high n and were
found to be approximately normally distributed.

To assess the difference in connectivity distribution between control
and SE animals we used generalized estimating equations with an adjust-
ment for connectivity within session. This approach was used rather than
Pearson correlation because the observations of node connectivity within
a session are not independent of each other. Similarly, parametric meth-
ods cannot be used to assess the relationship between node connectivity
and performance because of the constraints placed on the distribution of
each variable. Within a single network, the connectivities of individual
nodes are not independent of each other. Furthermore a single network
(containing nodes with different connectivities) is paired with a single
performance score, further constraining the relationship between con-
nectivity and performance. To address these constraints, we developed a
statistic HS (described above) that could be used to compare the observed
distributions to null distributions.

Results
Rat behavior
We generated two groups of rats; the first underwent 90 min of
pilocarpine-induced SE at least 2 weeks before being studied.
Control rats were handled identically but were injected with sa-
line rather than pilocarpine. The single-unit firing data were col-
lected from rats performing a spatial navigation task in a figure-8
maze. The task was to alternate left and right turns through the
maze and return to a feeder region for a food reward via a central
bridge. Recordings from navigation sessions were selected for
further analysis based on the following two criteria: (1) there were
at least 10 pyramidal neurons recorded simultaneously and (2)
the rat performed at least one turn correctly during the naviga-
tion task. Based on these criteria, we identified 12 sessions per-
formed by four control rats and five sessions performed by three
SE rats. Performance was not binary (correct vs incorrect) since
there are many ways to run the maze incorrectly. For instance,
even after choosing the correct direction out of the feeder region,
a rat may have turned around in the circular arm to come back to

the feeder region or traveled fully around the maze without re-
turning via the straight segment. On average the controls had a
performance index PI � 0.45 95% confidence interval (CI): 0.35–
0.59 (see Materials and Methods for calculation of performance
score). SE rats performed significantly more poorly (PI � 0.21,
95% CI: 0.11– 0.31) confirming that rats exposed to pilocarpine-
induced SE are impaired in spatial cognition.

Histology
Cell loss in three regions of the hippocampus (CA1, CA3, and
the hilus of the dentate gyrus, DG) was scored using methods
previously described (Shatskikh et al., 2009). Considerable cell
loss was noted in the SE rats in three regions of the hippocam-
pus (CA3, Cont. � 0.17 	 0.17; SE � 2.67 	 0.21; CA1, Cont.
� 0.17 	 0.17; SE � 2.53 	 0.231; DG, Cont. � 0.17 	 0.17;
SE � 2.80 	 0.20 p � 0.01, a Mann–Whitney statistic was used
for each region). The results demonstrate that there was sub-
stantial cell loss in all three regions of the hippocampus, in-
cluding CA1, which was the focus of our electrophysiological
studies. Despite this we were able to record sufficient pyrami-
dal cells in both groups for functional network analyses.

Evaluation of the pairwise entropy model
Before evaluating the characteristics of the functional networks it
is essential to determine whether the pairwise maximum entropy
model is sufficient to describe complex firing patterns in the CA1
hippocampal region. To build the models, spike trains from all
pyramidal neurons recorded in each session were split into two
epochs, navigation and rest. The rat was said to be resting when it
entered the feeder region (see Fig. 4) and navigating in all other
areas of the maze. The spike trains recorded during the session
were binned into 30 ms bins (see Materials and Methods). For
each neuron, bins in which at least one firing event occurred were
labeled 1 and bins in which no firing occurred were labeled 0. This

Figure 2. Evaluation of the second-order maximum entropy model. This plot shows the
frequency of all network states predicted by both the independent model (green) and the
pairwise maximum entropy model (blue) for all five-node networks sampled from all spike
trains. Each point represents a single state of the network. All networks are plotted here. The
line of equality (black) shows where the log of the empirical probability of a given state equals
the log of the probability predicted by the model. States whose predicted probability was 0 do
not appear on the plot because the log of 0 is undefined. The blue dots are less variable around
the line confirming that the second-order maximum entropy model is a better predictor of
observed state frequencies than the independent model.

Figure 3. Maximum entropy methods can distinguish direct from network-mediated ef-
fects. In the upper cross-correlogram neurons A and B can be seen to have positively correlated
firing (CAB refers to the Pearson correlation coefficient between cells A and B. Here CAB � 0.11).
However, through entropy maximization (upper right) it can be deduced that this correlation is
an artifact of neurons A and B interacting positively with neuron C (JAC � 0.99, JBC � 2.24).
These results indicate that the interaction between neurons A and B is mediated through the
network, not directly between neurons. Bottom, The cross-correlogram shows no functional
relationship between neurons A and B (Pearson correlation CAB ��0.002). However, through
entropy maximization we find that these neurons are interacting positively (JAB � 1.9). A
positive interaction between neurons B and C (JBC � 2.0) and a negative interaction between
neurons A and C (JAC ��0.6) cancel out any correlation that is visible on a cross-correlogram.
These examples were drawn from the control rat networks. They show the importance of using
global maximum entropy methods rather than local method like Pearson correlation for infer-
ring direct relationships between neurons.
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binning process resulted in a series of vectors of 0s and 1s repre-
senting the state of the network at each given time. A state of
01001, for example, indicates that in this 30 ms time window,
neurons 2 and 5 fired while all other neurons remained silent.

The pairwise maximum entropy model uses information
from direct pairwise interactions to predict the frequency of
each of the network states exhibited by the recorded neurons. To
evaluate the model performance, we compared the observed fre-
quency of each network state to those predicted by the indepen-
dent and maximum entropy models (Fig. 2). The pairwise
maximum entropy model showed a marked improvement over
the independent model in predicting the frequency of both com-
mon and rare network states.

To test how much of the total network behavior is explained
by pairwise interactions, we used a quantity called multi-
information (IN), defined as the difference in Shannon entropy
(S) between the independent model probability distribution
(Sind) and the observed probability distribution (Sobs) (see Mate-
rials and Methods). We found that, on average, 95% of the multi-
information was accounted for in the controls and 92% was
accounted for in the SE animals. Similar percentages were found
in the second-order maximum entropy model in the cortex and
retina ex vivo (Schneidman et al., 2006; Shlens et al., 2006; Tang et
al., 2008). These results indicate that the pairwise maximum en-
tropy model is a substantial improvement over the independent
model in describing network behavior and that higher order in-

Figure 4. The relationship between spatial firing patterns and J. A, Correlations of spatial overlap in firing and J. Shown is the relationship between pairwise values of J and the pairwise overlap
of spatial firing patterns. Each point represents one pair of neurons. There were no significant relationships between J and spatial overlap of neuronal firing. B–D, Example of spatial firing patterns
for pairs of neurons with values of J that were (B) significantly positive (J � 2.7), (C) significantly negative (J ��1.3), and (D) not significantly different from 0. The left side shows the spatial firing
pattern of each neuron in the pair. Note the overlap between fields in each pair. Feeding areas are outlined in black. The right side shows representative firing patterns for the neurons shown on the
left to demonstrate how varying values of J can result from pairs of neurons with overlapping patterns of firing.
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teractions do not need to be calculated. On this basis we then built
separate functional networks from data collected during naviga-
tion and rest.

The interpretation of neuronal interactions
From a biological perspective, the second-order maximum en-
tropy model indicates which pairwise neuronal interactions, rep-
resented by the parameter J, are critical to the behavior of the
overall network. It is important to note that these values of J do
not represent physical, but rather functional interactions be-
tween pyramidal neurons. J is a statistical parameter relating the
firing patterns of pairs of neurons. However, unlike a standard
Pearson correlation, the maximum-entropy model takes network
effects into account and can separate statistically direct relation-
ships between neurons from network-mediated relationships
(Fig. 3). A statistically direct connection between two neurons
means that after the correlations with all other neurons in the
model have been accounted for, there remains a statistical depen-
dence between the two neurons under scrutiny. In this way J is
analogous to a partial correlation in the continuous case. Because
maximum entropy methods can discern direct from indirect sta-
tistical dependencies, functional networks built with this method
are less influenced by false positive and false negative correlations
than networks built with Pearson correlation coefficients. Figure
5 shows the relationship between J and Pearson correlation in the
present data. It can be seen that although J and Pearson correla-
tion are positively related, they are not identical. The results from
Figures 3 and 5 together indicate that maximum entropy tech-
niques yield a more reliable network than the simpler Pearson
correlation.

In the CA1 hippocampal region, pyramidal neurons do not
directly synapse onto one another, but their activity can still be
coordinated by other brain regions (e.g., entorhinal cortex, DG,
and CA3). Neurons can fire together (J significantly � 0), at
different times (J significantly � 0), or independently of one
another (J not significantly different from 0). In both SE and
control animals the values of J ranged from negative to positive
during both navigation and resting. The presence of these inter-
actions suggests that there is coordination of neuronal firing in
CA1, even in the absence of physical connections between the
pyramidal neurons.

As many pyramidal cells in hippocampal CA1 are place cells, it
is possible that a positive J between two neurons simply indicates
that these neurons have spatially overlapping firing patterns. To
investigate this possibility we measured the correlation between
the J of each neuron pair and the amount of spatial overlap in
their firing (see Materials and Methods). We found that there was
no correlation between J and spatial overlap of firing in either SE
or control animals during navigation (Fig. 4A). A more detailed
examination of neuronal firing patterns shows how this is possi-
ble (Fig. 4B–D). Neurons that fire in the same region of the maze
may fire synchronously (Fig. 4B), offset (Fig. 4C), or indepen-
dently of one another (Fig. 4D). These results show that the in-
teractions between place cells include more than spatial
relationships. Furthermore, nonplace neurons have significant
interactions between them and with place cells indicating that
they contribute to the structure of the functional network in CA1.
Therefore, the networks were built using data from all pyramidal
cells, including place cells and nonplace pyramidal neurons.

It is important to note that although, as shown in Figure 4,
positive J corresponds to correlated firing and negative J corre-
sponds to anti-correlated firing between two neurons, the precise
nature of this correlation cannot be captured by Pearson corre-

lation coefficients (Fig.5). The Pearson correlation between two
neurons is influenced by other neurons in the network whereas J
reflects the statistical dependency between two neurons after the
influence of other neurons has been accounted for.

SE rats show higher neuronal synchrony than controls during
both navigation and resting
Using the J calculated for each pair of neurons, we built a network
for the neurons recorded in each session. We first asked whether
there was a difference in overall network connectivity between SE
and control animals. Connectivity between neurons indicates di-
rect functional interactions between them. Neurons in these net-
works could fire highly synchronously (J significantly � 0),
highly asynchronously (J significantly � 0), or independently of
one another (J not significantly different from 0).

To quantify overall neuronal interaction in the rats, we calcu-
lated the number of connections made by each neuron and the
sign of each connection (see Materials and Methods). There were
a total of 241 neurons in the networks of all six animals (168 in
controls and 73 in SE). We found that, during both navigation
and rest, the average number of connections per neuron in SE rats
(navigation � 4.41, 95% CI: 3.2–5.8; resting � 4.44, 95% CI:
3.7–5.2) was higher than that of control animals (navigation �
2.76, 95% CI: 2.0 –3.0; resting � 2.76, 95% CI: 2.0 –3.5) (naviga-
tion: p � 0.001, resting: p � 0.005) (Fig. 6A,B). We also exam-
ined whether this difference was due to differences in the
distribution of positive connections (J � 0) or negative connec-
tions (J � 0). We found that in both navigation and rest, the
average number of positive connections per neuron was higher in
SE animals (navigation � 4.72, rest � 4.41) than in control ani-
mals (navigation � 3.62, rest � 3.13) (navigation: p � 2.7 �
10�5, rest: p � 3.98 � 10�6) (Fig. 6C,D). The number of negative
connections per neuron in the navigation network were not sig-
nificantly different between SE (0.38) and control networks
(0.30) (p � 0.47). During rest, the average number of negative
connections per neuron in the SE networks (0.21) was lower than
in the control networks (0.52) (p � 2.68 � 10�3). Differences in
connectivity distributions remained significant after adjusting
for the number of nodes in each network. Thus surviving pyra-

Figure 5. Pearson Correlation versus J. The relationship between the Pearson correlation
coefficient and J for pairs of neurons is positive, but nonlinear. All pairs of neurons across the
controls and SE groups for both navigating and resting networks are presented here. Together
with Figure 4, this indicates that maximum entropy methods are preferable to simple Pearson
correlation in constructing functional networks between pyramidal neurons. The vertical and
horizontal lines mark 0 to highlight the relationship between J and the Pearson correlation
coefficient above and below 0. The large number of values of J at 0 are those that were not
deemed significantly different from 0. This shows the range over which Pearson correlations can
vary and not represent direct statistical interactions.
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midal neurons are excessively synchronous and the neurons are
more likely to fire together in the SE animals.

To investigate the possibility that the higher number of con-
nections per neuron in SE networks was an artifact resulting from
more firing overall, we examined the rates of neuronal firing in
controls and SE rats during both navigation and rest. The median
overall firing rate per cell during the navigation phase in controls
(0.75 Hz per cell) was not significantly different from the median
overall firing rate in the SE animals (0.9 Hz per cell) (Mann–
Whitney U p � 0.27). Similarly during resting the median firing
rate per cell in controls (0.75 Hz) was not significantly different
from that in SE rats (0.78 Hz) (Mann–Whitney U p � 0.15).

We also investigated whether there were artifacts from the
neurological recordings that could contribute to the elevated syn-
chrony observed in SE animals. During the recording process
each electrode implanted in the rat’s brain records signals from
multiple cells. These signals are separated computationally. Al-
though rigorous spike-sorting techniques were used, it is possible

that signals from cells recorded on a single electrode may not be
separated completely thereby increasing the likelihood that the
cells are erroneously significantly coordinated by the maximum
entropy method. Recently Ventura and Gerkin (2012) showed
that correlations between bursty cells, like the place cells used
here, may be overestimated if misclassification of spikes is high.
Here we refer to this phenomenon as electrode bias. Such bias
could artificially inflate the density of networks in this study.
Further, if the SE group contains more cell pairs recorded on a
single electrode than the control group, the increased connectiv-
ity in the SE group could be artifactual.

To investigate whether electrode bias influenced our results
we first examined the extent to which electrode bias existed in our
data. We quantified the bias of each network with the statistic BE

(see Materials and Methods). BE � 0 indicates that cells recorded
on the same electrode are more likely to be significantly coordi-
nated, while BE � 0 indicates that cells recorded on different
electrodes are more likely to be significantly coordinated. We
determined the amount of electrode bias in each group (i.e., con-

Figure 7. Comparisons of empirical values of probe bias to the null distribution in each
subset of networks. Each panel shows the null distribution of BE for the group (solid line) with
the BE value of each network in the group represented as arrows. Asterisks indicate the networks
that are significantly biased. The p values of each K-S is as follows: Control Navigating: p �0.84;
SE Navigating: p � 0.1; Control Resting: p � 0.014; SE Resting: p � 0.78; All Control: p � 0.12;
All SE: p � 0.15. These p values indicate that the only significant electrode bias is in the Control
Resting group. Removing the significantly biased networks in this group does not affect the
results in this paper, and cell pairs recorded on the same electrode are evenly distributed be-
tween SE and control groups. Together these results indicate very little possibility for electrode
bias to affect the results reported here.

Figure 6. Comparison of the number of connections per neuron in networks from control
and SE rats. A, During navigation neurons in SE animals had significantly more connections
(mean � 4.41 connections per neuron, 95% CI: 3.2–5.8) than neurons in control animals
(mean � 2.76 connections per neuron, 95% CI: 2.0 –3.0) ( p � 0.001). B, This was also
the case during resting. Neurons in SE animals had significantly more connections
(mean � 4.44 connections per neuron, 95% CI: 3.7–5.2) than neurons in control animals
(mean � 2.76 connections per neuron, 95% CI: 2.0 –3.5) ( p � 0.005). C, These connec-
tions were mostly positive, indicating a high degree of synchronous activity. During nav-
igation neurons in SE animals had more positive connections (mean � 4.41 positive
connections per neuron) than neurons in control animals (mean � 3.13 positive connec-
tions per neuron) ( p � 0.002). D, This was also true during resting. In SE animals neurons
had more positive connections to other neurons (mean � 4.51 positive connections per
neuron) than neurons in control animals (mean � 3.09 positive connections per neuron)
( p � 0.001). Large numbers of positive connections in SE networks indicate that, during
both navigation and resting, CA1 pyramidal neurons in SE animals fire more synchro-
nously than those in control animals.
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trol resting, control navigating, etc.) by calculating BE for each
network in the group and comparing the resulting distribution to
the null distribution of BE for that group (Fig. 7). The null distri-
bution of BE is the distribution we expect to see if there is no
relationship between the likelihood that two cells are significantly
coordinated and whether they were recorded on the same
electrode.

We used the two-sample Kolmogorov–Smirnov (K-S) test to
determine whether the empirical values of BE for each group were
drawn from their respective null distributions. In all groups ex-
cept for control resting, we accepted the null hypothesis that the
samples were drawn from the null distribution (Fig. 7) and there-
fore there is no significant electrode bias. In the control resting
group there were two significantly biased networks with high
values of BE. The 95% CIs of BE for these two networks did not

include 0 indicating that neuron pairs re-
corded on the same electrode were more
likely to be significantly coordinated. The
K-S test is sensitive to outliers and we sus-
pect that these outlier networks were re-
sponsible for the overall rejection of the
null hypothesis for this group. The pres-
ence of these networks in controls overall
(“all control” group) did not lead to rejec-
tion of the null hypothesis, however, per-
haps because of the high number of
networks in this group. We investigated
whether these two networks affected the
results reported in this paper by removing
them and recalculating all statistics. None
of the results were affected by the removal
of these networks indicating that the re-
sults reported here are unaffected by elec-
trode bias.

We further investigated whether elec-
trode bias was controlled for between the
SE and control groups. If the proportion
of cell pairs recorded on a single electrode
is distributed evenly across groups, any
existing electrode bias is controlled for.
We used generalized estimating equations
to estimate the uniformity of this distribu-
tion within individual sessions. The pro-
portion of cells recorded on the same
electrode was not distributed unevenly in
either the resting networks (p � 0.33) or
the navigating networks (p � 0.92).

In summary, only two networks in one
group showed significant electrode bias.
The removal of these networks does not
affect the results reported here, and cell
pairs recorded on a single electrode are
evenly distributed across SE and control
groups. Together, these results show that
electrode bias is not a significant factor in
this analysis.

After accounting for all potential bi-
ases, we found that the SE rats had more
highly connected networks than controls,
and because this group also performed
more poorly in the navigation task, we in-
vestigated whether there was a correlation
between performance in the maze and

number of connections per neuron in the networks. Figure 8A
shows the distribution of connections per neuron for each net-
work associated with each performance score. Because observa-
tions of the number of connections for individual neurons are
not independent of each other, we could not use a standard Pear-
son correlation on these data. Instead we constructed a statistic
(HS) to calculate the degree to which highly connected nodes
were associated with high performance (see Materials and Meth-
ods). We compared the empirical statistic to a null distribution
generated by resampling performance scores and the number of
connections per neuron for each network. We calculated a null
distribution for both navigation and resting networks (Fig. 8B).
In both navigation and resting the observed HS was significantly
different from the mean of the null distribution (Fig. 8C) (navi-
gation: p � 1 � 10�4; resting: p � 1 � 10�4). This shows that

Figure 8. Correlation between performance and the number of connections per neuron in navigation and resting networks. A,
2D histograms show the observed relationship between connectivity distribution and performance for navigation (left) and resting
(right) networks. Each cell shows the probability of observing a neuron with a given number of connections within a network
matched with a particular performance. Lighter colors indicate higher probabilities. Networks of low performances tend to have
highly connected neurons in them, while networks of high performances tend to have more poorly connected neurons. B, If there
was no relationship between performance and the number of connections per neuron, we would expect this relationship to be
much more evenly distributed. C, In comparing the observed value of HS to the null distribution of expected values, we found that
the observed values of HS are extremely unlikely to have been measured by chance. This is true for both navigation ( p � 1 �
10 �4) and resting ( p � 1 � 10 �4). Arrows signify the observed HS relative to the null distribution. These results indicate that
high levels of synchrony, measured as high numbers of connections per neuron, predict poor spatial memory.
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increased synchrony between pyramidal
cells, during both navigation and rest, is
significantly associated with decreased
performance in the maze. This relation-
ship remained significant after normaliz-
ing connectivity by the number of nodes
in each network (navigation: p � 1 �
10�4; resting: p � 1 � 10�4).

SE rats show less replay in resting
than controls
In addition to comparing networks between
SE and control animals, we compared the
networks generated during navigation and
rest within each animal. The previously ob-
served phenomenon of place cell replay sug-
gests that neurons that are correlated during
navigation will continue to be correlated
during rest. We hypothesized that replay is
disrupted in SE rats, and as a consequence,
these rats would maintain fewer neuronal
interactions between navigation and rest
than control animals. We further hypothe-
sized that because replay is known to be
important to memory consolidation (Ego-
Stengel and Wilson, 2010), high-perfor-
ming animals would maintain correlated
pairs of neurons at a higher rate than low-
performing animals.

To quantify the stability of neuronal
interactions between navigation and rest,
we counted the pairs of neurons that were
significantly correlated in both phases
within a single maze-navigation session.
To be considered maintained, the interac-
tion was required to be significant and of
the same sign (positive or negative) in
both phases.

We quantified three aspects of interac-
tion maintenance. First we examined the
proportion of all pairs of neurons that
maintained coordination between navi-
gation and rest. We found that 15% of
neuron pairs (100 pairs) in control ani-
mals maintained coordination, while in
SE animals only 6% of neuron pairs (26
pairs) maintained coordination between
the phases. This difference was significant (Mann–Whitney U
p � 0.036) (Fig. 9A). The percentage of coordinated pairs was
significantly correlated with performance in the maze (Pearson
correlation R 2 � 0.39, p � 0.0077) (Fig. 9B).

Second we investigated whether there was directionality in the
maintenance of coordination. We asked what proportion of co-
ordinated neuron pairs in the navigation phase was retained dur-
ing resting (Fig. 9C). We also asked what proportion of
coordinated neuron pairs measured in the resting phase was re-
tained during navigation (Fig. 9E). In control animals 28% (100
pairs) of the coordinated neuron pairs observed during naviga-
tion were maintained during rest. This figure was significantly
different from that seen in the SE animals (15%, 32 pairs) (Man-
n–Whitney U p � 3.2 � 10�4). There was, however, no signifi-
cant correlation between the proportion of coordinated neuron

pairs retained from rest to navigation and performance in the
maze (R 2 � 0.01, p � 0.7) (Fig. 9D).

On the other hand, when we examined the maintenance of
coordinated neuron pairs from navigation to rest, we did see a
significant correlation with performance. Control animals main-
tained a significantly higher proportion of coordinated neurons
than SE animals between navigation and rest [control: 31% (99
pairs), SE: 15% (34 pairs)] (Mann–Whitney U p � 1.3 � 10�3)
(Fig. 9E). Furthermore, across all animals there was a significant
correlation between the proportion of neuron pairs retained and
performance in the maze (Pearson rank correlation R 2 � 0.41,
p � 5.5 � 10�3) (Fig. 9F).

To ensure that electrode bias did not influence these results,
we recomputed each statistic after removing all cell pairs re-
corded on the same electrode. All significant differences and cor-
relations remained significant.

Figure 9. Comparison of replay in SE and control animals. These plots show the proportion of pairwise neuronal interactions
that are retained between navigation and resting networks in each animal. A, Between navigation and resting control animals
retain a significantly higher proportion of pairwise neuronal interactions (100 connections, 15%) than SE animals (26 connections,
6%) (Mann–Whitney U connections p � 6.07 � 10 �3; proportions p � 0.04). This suggests that interactions between neurons
established during navigation are reactivated during rest. B, The proportion of retained interactions correlates positively and
significantly with performance (Pearson correlation R 2 � 0.39, p � 7.7 � 10 �2) supporting previous work showing that replay
is critical to spatial memory. C, The proportion of interactions formed during rest and retained during navigation was significantly
different between SE (100 connections, 28%) and control (32 connections, 15%) animals (Mann–Whitney U connections p �
3.23 � 10 �3; proportions p � 1.3 � 10 �3). D, Retaining neuronal interactions from rest to navigation did not significantly
affect performance (R 2 � 0.01, p � 0.7). E, The proportion of interactions formed during navigation and maintained during rest
was significantly different between SE (99 connections, 31%) and control (34 connections, 15%) animals (Mann–Whitney U
connections p � 3.23 � 10 �3; proportion p � 3.23 � 10 �3). F, The proportion of interactions retained from navigation to
resting was also significantly correlated with performance (Pearson rank correlation R 2 � 0.41, p � 5.5 � 10 �3). Together these
results indicate that reactivation of functional networks is disrupted in SE animals and that this disruption affects spatial memory.
x and y variables have been normalized to enable linear statistics.
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Together these results support the hypothesis that replay is
essential to spatial memory. Here we show for the first time that
replay is disrupted in epileptic animals, and that this disruption is
correlated with spatial memory. It is also important to note that
within the controls, but not the epileptic animals, there is a rela-
tionship between maintenance of neuronal coordination be-
tween navigation and rest and performance.

Discussion
In the current study we show in a murine model that hippocam-
pal CA1 pyramidal neurons operate in functional networks. Net-
works in animals exposed to pilocarpine-induced SE are more
synchronized than those in control animals. We have also shown
for the first time that replay is disrupted in epileptic animals.
While it has been theorized that synchrony and replay have im-
portant roles in normal cognitive function, we demonstrate that
in a disease state alterations in synchrony and replay predict im-
paired spatial memory.

The second-order maximum entropy model was used to as-
sess the structure of functional networks. Although previously
used in vitro and ex vivo (Schneidman et al., 2006; Shlens et al.,
2006; Tang et al., 2008), the method had not been applied in vivo.
Our evaluation of this model shows that, similar to previous work
(Schneidman et al., 2006; Shlens et al., 2006; Tang et al., 2008),
the second-order maximum entropy model explains the vast ma-
jority of the multi-information in the CA1 region. These results
suggest that the statistical dynamics of neuronal networks in gen-
eral may be captured by pairwise interactions. Such a universal
feature is critically important to the study of these networks. As
the size of a network grows, analysis of three-way, four-way, and
higher order interactions rapidly becomes computationally in-
tractable. If, as this and other studies suggest, the majority of
neuronal network dynamics can be described using only pairwise
interactions, the study of these networks is far more tractable
than previously thought.

There are many potential causes of the network disruptions
identified in this study. Many physiological and biochemical
changes resulting from epilepsy have been documented in the
hippocampus (Sutula, 1991, 1989; Lothman et al., 1995; Man-
gan et al., 1995; Mangan and Lothman, 1996; VanLandingham
et al., 1998; Morin et al., 1999; Ben-Ari, 2001; Scott et al., 2002,
2003; Cavazos and Cross, 2006; Parent et al., 2006, 2008), and
any of these could disrupt neuronal coordination. Changes in
CA1 itself or in regions that regulate CA1, such as CA3 and the
entorhinal cortex, could contribute to changes in the func-
tional network of CA1. It is important to note that individual
physiological and morphological changes to the hippocampus
following SE may not correlate with cognitive deficits in epi-
leptic rats. However, in concert these changes affect the overall
behavior of the hippocampal functional network in a way that
relates directly to rat behavior. Through a systems approach
these effects become visible. Such a link to behavior suggests
that systems methods, like the maximum entropy techniques
used here, may be useful in developing biomarkers of cogni-
tive impairment in epilepsy. Such biomarkers could help elu-
cidate the impact of drugs and behavioral therapies on
functional network structure in the hippocampus.

The results of this study show the potential of analyzing func-
tional neuronal network structure in vivo from a clinically rele-
vant and global perspective. We were able to detect relevant and
significant differences between control and SE rats from in vivo
recordings. Our results also indicate that pyramidal cells that are

nonplace cells may be important in these networks, and therefore
in spatial navigation. Future studies using more electrodes and
longer recordings may be able to analyze a larger number of
neurons in a single network. In larger ensembles it may be possi-
ble to analyze the effects of interneurons on these networks. In-
terneurons are the regulatory hubs in CA1, and as such may hold
important network information. While the networks used here
were too small to specifically address the contribution of non-
place cells to CA1 functional networks, future work with larger
networks may also be able to examine the contribution of these
cells in detail. Finally, it is possible that such a systems level ap-
proach my lead to therapies that specifically target systems-wide
network disruptions.
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